
Chapter 5 Section 9 sets out alternative policy reform options.
This chapter evaluates them and presents the Pensions
Commission’s judgment on the best way forward. It covers in turn:

1. Twelve criteria for assessment 

2. Assessing alternative options: the state system

3. Assessing alternative options: contribution rates within a
National Pension Savings Scheme (NPSS)

4. The self-employed within the state system and the NPSS

5. Combined impact of state system reforms and the NPSS:
replacement rates

6. Combined impact of state system reforms and NPSS:
aggregate effects

7. The Pensions Commission’s recommendations: essential
points and issues for further consideration

Assessing alternative 
policy options 6
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1. Criteria for assessment  

Chapter 4 set out four key problems with the existing state and private

pensions saving system:

■ The disadvantages that people with interrupted paid work records and

carers (in particular women) face as a result of the operation of the

contributory system.

■ The declining degree of earnings-related compulsion over time, which is

concerning because employer voluntary provision is in decline, and because

of the inherent barriers to a purely voluntary approach.

■ The spread of means-testing which would occur if present indexation

arrangements were maintained indefinitely.

■ The illogical, confusing and unfair way in which the system will adjust to

future life expectancy increases.

Clearly, therefore, plans for reform should address these problems. But they

must also recognise realistic constraints on public expenditure, and the trade-

offs that these constraints impose. Immediately resolving the problems

created by the contributory system, by moving to a universal approach, would

be expensive in the short-term with significant additional income flowing to

some better-off pensioners. The total elimination of means-testing is very

expensive: the challenge is to eliminate as much as possible at an acceptable

cost. And earnings-related compulsion within the Pay As You Go (PAYG)

system, while helping to achieve good provision, increases total public

expenditure: this, as the history of the past 25 years illustrates, may be at the

expense of good flat-rate pension provision.

Reform options therefore need to be evaluated in the light of trade-offs

between different considerations. In our assessment of alternative options we

have therefore considered 12 criteria which, in an ideal world, would all be

fully met, but which in the real world can only be met “as best possible.”

These are set out in Figure 6.1.

To help evaluate the options for reform against these criteria we have

modelled the implications of the different options along four dimensions:

(i) Analysis of the public expenditure consequences;

(ii) Analysis of the distributional consequences;

(iii) Analysis of the impact on means-testing; and

(iv) Analysis of total replacement rates.
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Figure 6.1 Criteria for assessing pension reforms 

1. Simplicity Reforms should make the system (either immediately or over time) simpler 
and more understandable.

2. Public expenditure cost Cost should fall within proposed envelope, accepting that some increase in spend 
as a percentage of GDP is inevitable but:
– Ensuring long-term stability of spend as a percentage of GDP after 

one-off increase.
– Avoiding significant increase in the next 10 to 15 years as a percentage of GDP.

3. Distributional impact: Lowest income earners should enjoy the same replacement rate from 
– Protecting the poorest state pensions as they do today, preserving recent improvements.

4. Distributional impact: Reforms should avoid significant increases in public expenditure which 
– Avoiding unnecessary benefit those pensioners who are already well provided for.

beneficiaries 

5. Adequacy Reforms (to private and state systems) should make it likely that the typical 
earner will achieve at least a 45% replacement rate on retirement

6. Cost efficient savings ...while enabling them to achieve a higher replacement rate at low cost,
delivering to all people the potential for low cost saving.

7. Reduced means-testing The scope of future means-testing should fall significantly below that 
which would arise if current indexation arrangements were continued 
indefinitely and preferably from current levels, with:
– Major reduction in the percentage of pensioner households potentially 

subject to 40% withdrawal.
– Minimal offsetting increase in the percentage of pensioner households 

subject to 100% withdrawal.
– Reduction in the percentage of pensioner households requiring 

means-tested benefits to lift them up to the state minimum.

8. Avoiding harm to the Reforms should minimise the danger of accelerated closure of private 
existing voluntary system sector Defined Benefit schemes or the levelling down of voluntary employer

provision to minimum standards.

9. Improving the position Looking forward women should be better enabled than at present to 
of women: build up independent rights, and to secure full state pension rights,
– Future pensioners despite interrupted careers and caring responsibilities.

10. Improving the position Some improvement should be made to limit the gaps and inequities 
of women: created by the inherited system.
– Today’s pensioners

11. Improving options for  Reforms should make it more likely that the self-employed can gain 
the self-employed adequate state pensions and access to low cost saving.

12. Robustness in the face All elements of the pension system (unfunded or funded) must be made 
of rising longevity affordable in the face of rising longevity and of major uncertainty about

the speed of that increase, while putting in place measures which recognise 
the inequalities created by different life expectancies of socio-economic groups.



i) Analysis of the public expenditure consequences of proposals for state

system reform 

We do this against the guidelines we proposed in Chapter 5 Section 4 [Figure

6.2]. At the time of our First Report, public expenditure on state pensions and

pensioner benefits was forecast to rise from 6.1% in 2003 to 6.9% in 2050.

Our own base case now suggests that a rise to 7.6% by 2050 would occur if

current indexation arrangements were continued indefinitely.1 This faster rise

reflects higher estimates of life expectancy, a higher proportion of employees

contracting-in, revised assumptions about the accrual of state pensions

(especially for women), and an increase in Pension Credit expenditure due to

lower estimates of the growth of private pension income. In Chapter 5 we

proposed that the required and acceptable range for public expenditure on

pensions and pensioners benefits in 2045 might be 7.5–8.0%. It is difficult to

envisage a coherent state system which costs less than 7.5% in 2050: but

expenditure above 8% would unreasonably impose too much of the burden

of demographic adjustment on the next generation. We therefore assume

that acceptable solutions must lie in this range in 2045, with no increase

above 8% thereafter.

We also assume that there will be tight limits on public expenditure on

pensions as a percentage of GDP over the next 15 years. This in part reflects

the fact that limitations on public expenditure are inherently greater the

shorter the time horizon. But more importantly it appropriately reflects the

fact that fairness between generations makes it difficult to justify significant

short-term and across-the-board increases in public expenditure on pensions.

Average pensioner incomes (relative to average earnings) are high by historic

standards: and a significant minority of pensioners (e.g. those retiring now

with fully paid-up SERPS rights or with many years of Defined Benefit (DB)

pension right accruals) will enjoy a combination of proportion of life spent in

retirement and real annual income in retirement more favourable than was

enjoyed by previous generations or likely to be enjoyed in future [See Chapter

1 Section 1]. There are significant problems for specific groups of today’s

pensioners which need to be addressed; but fairness between generations

argues for a targeted approach.
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1 The public expenditure projections quoted here and at other places in this report and the
estimates of the percentage of pensioners covered by means-testing, reflect the complex
interaction of numerous trends. Published official estimates have varied from year to year.
Figures should therefore be considered as indicating broad trends and particularly differences
between options. Appendix F explains the modelling tool Pensim2 which has been used to
generate these projections. Note in particular that the projections use fixed assumptions for
flows of private pension income. In reality one might expect options entailing weaker
incentives through wider means-testing to imply smaller flows of this kind, which could
increase public spending on means-tested benefits further.
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Figure 6.2 Public expenditure and pension age increases: Pensions Commission proposed range for debate

2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060 2070

Pensions Commission proposed range for debate 

Forecast spending on pensioner benefits assuming current indexation approaches continue indefinitely 
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: Pensioner benefits include BSP, SERPS/S2P, Pension Credit, Housing Benefit, Council Tax Benefit, Disability Living Allowance and Attendance
Allowance and other benefits including Winter Fuel Payments.

See Figure 4.1 for a definition of the “Current indexation arrangements” scenario.

2010-2020:
Increase in female SPA creates
scope for improvements within 
a flat proportion of GDP. And a

significant increase is not
appropriate

2020-2045:
Increase is unavoidable given

combined impact of rising 
life expectancy and delayed

impact of lower fertility 

2045 onwards:
Fairness requires stable
cost burden in the long
term achieved through
further increases in SPA
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ii) Analysis of the distributional consequences 

In the description of the current state system in Chapter 4 we used simplified

examples to explain the key features of the system. In particular, our

examples assumed that people of a particular earnings level had that earnings

level throughout life, and that they had fairly full contribution records. In the

real world, there are a huge variety of actual experiences, with some people

enjoying a rising relative earnings position as their careers progress, while

others face significant contribution interruptions through unemployment or as

a result of caring responsibilities which are not effectively covered by the

credit system.

We have therefore considered the impact of different polices on 14 different

“stylised individuals” which capture the variety and complexity of different

individual paid work records, income levels and caring responsibilities.

Appendix F describes these stylised individuals and illustrates how the

different options we have modelled affect them. It illustrates the impact of

the different options at age 75, i.e. something like midway through retirement

and given different levels of private savings. The main differences in the

distributional impact between the options can however be captured by

concentrating on three of the stylised individuals, plus the Constant Median

Earner case, and by focusing on pension income at age 75. The illustrations in

this Chapter therefore focus on these cases.

The panel on the following pages explains the four cases we look at here, and

illustrates the distributional impact of continuing indefinitely with current

indexation policies. Two noteworthy features are that:

■ In the Constant Median Earner case, the replacement rate which the state

promises at age 75 is maintained constant from now until 2050 for those

who do not save, but falls significantly for those who do save [Figure 6.4].

This reflects the growing impact of means-testing.

■ In the Low Pay and Career Break cases, the replacement rate which the

state would deliver (on unchanged policies) to those who do not save is

increasing quite rapidly (e.g. from 28% to 32% of median earnings for the

Low Pay individual, which is equivalent to an increase in their replacement

rate from 69% to 81%) [Figure 6.4]. This, as explained in Chapter 4, is the

unintended consequence of the fact that the changing balance of state

provision under present plans (more State Second Pension (S2P) and less

Basic State Pension (BSP)) triggers an increase in Savings Credit payments.

The criterion we have proposed for policy reform is that any reform should

ensure that lower income individuals achieve at least the replacement rate

which they currently receive, (thus maintaining the improvements achieved

in recent years) but that it is not necessary to deliver the rising

replacement rate which would be the unplanned and unintended

consequence of permanently continuing current indexation arrangements.
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Stylised individuals

The figures presented in Chapter 4 on the evolution of
the pension system if current indexation arrangements
continue indefinitely were based on individuals who had
constant earnings during working life and who were
employed continually from age 21 to 65. In reality
working lives are more diverse. We have therefore
assessed the impact of different state pension reform
options by look at their impact on 14 stylised
individuals who have more realistic patterns of
employment and earnings progression. These stylised
individuals cover most of the range of possible profiles,
but they are not intended to be a statistically
representative sample. Appendix F describes the 14
individuals and shows results for them.

In this chapter we focus on four stylised individuals since
most of the differences in distributional impact can be
gauged by looking at them. Figure 6.3 shows the
earnings levels of the four individuals. We have a
Constant Median Earner, who is in work every year 

from age 21 earning at full-time median earnings.
A High Earner who also starts work at 21 but has much
higher earnings than the constant median case, and has
real earnings growth during working life. A Low Pay
individual who works from age 16 and has earnings of
40% of the median. And an individual who has a Career
Break: she starts work at 16, but leaves the workforce for
six years, to care for children, then works part-time for
another five years, before working full-time until SPA.

Figure 6.4 shows how their pension income at age 
75 would evolve if current indexation arrangements
were continued indefinitely, assuming either no saving,
medium or high saving.

Figure 6.3 Earnings levels for the stylised individuals

Low Pay Career Break Constant MedianHigh Earner
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Figure 6.4 Pension income for the stylised individuals at 75 according to the year they reach 65, if current

indexation arrangements continue indefinitely
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Note: Start saving age 30 on earnings above £5000 (in constant earnings terms) medium saving is saving 8% of earnings above this level
and 16% in the high case.
Real rate of return on savings 3.5%, AMC 0.3%
Annuity rates vary over time to account for increases in life expectancy. However State Pension Age is also rising to 68 by 2050.
We assume that private saving is 100% annuitised when someone reaches SPA.

Figure 6.4 Continued



iii) Analysis of the impact of means-testing  

For each of the options we estimate the proportion of people likely to be

receiving the Savings Credit or the Guarantee Credit and to be subject to

means-tested Pension Credit withdrawal which may undermine incentives to

save.2 We estimate that current indexation arrangements, if continued

indefinitely, would result in the percentage of pensioner households covered

by either the Savings Credit or the Guarantee Credit rising to over 70% by

2050. The percentage receiving the Guarantee Credit only, and thus being

subject to a 100% withdrawal rate, would fall significantly, due to the

indexation of the lower Savings Credit threshold, but the total proportion

receiving any Guarantee Credit and thus dependent on means-tested benefits

to achieve the minimum income which the state guarantees would rise from

25% to 40% [Figure 6.5]. Ideally alternative reform options should prevent

the increase in the percentage covered by the Savings Credit, and prevent the

increase in the percentage receiving any Guarantee Credit, while ensuring that

the number of Guarantee Credit only recipients falls below current levels.

iv)  Analysis of the total replacement rates 

Here we look at the total replacement rates which would be achieved by a

combination of state provision, and of NPSS saving, given different

contribution rates to an NPSS.

Assumptions on State Pension Age

In all the options modelled we have assumed that the SPA rises after 2020,

reaching 66 in 2030, 67 in 2040, and 68 in 2050. This is broadly in line with

our principle that the SPA should rise so as to keep stable the proportion of

adult life spent paying into and receiving a state pension. Specifically it is

midway between the lower and upper limit assumptions that underpinned our

indicative range for public spending shown in Figure 6.2 and explained in

Chapter 5 Section 4 (i.e. a lower figure of 67, which would keep stable after

2020 the proportion of adult life spent paying into and receiving a state

pensions, and an upper figure of 69 which would keep the expected length of

time receiving a state pension at its current length for those aged 65.) At the

end of the Chapter, we show the impact of these upper and lower limits on

the level of spending implied by our preferred option, illustrating the scale of

the trade-offs which society faces.

In the case of the “two-tier” option considered – which maintains the

separate existence of the BSP and the S2P – this principle could be

implemented through the combination of a slightly slower increase in the

pension age for the BSP, and slightly faster increase for the S2P [Figure 6.6].

This would benefit people of lower income and lower life expectancy. The

implications for public expenditure and the extent of means-testing would be

only minimally different from the case we have modelled.
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2 Such projections should be taken as indicators of broad trends and particularly of differences
between policy options, rather than giving precise predictions.
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Figure 6.5 Proportion of pensioner benefit units on Pension Credit assuming present indexation arrangements

continue indefinately: 2005-2050

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Guarantee Credit Only
Savings Credit and Guarantee Credit
Savings Credit Only
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: Pensioner benefit units are defined as any household with an individual aged over the State Pension Age.

Figure 6.6 State Pension Ages assumed in modelling 

Assumption modelled in all cases 2020 2030 2040 2050

BSP and S2P 65 66 67 68 Rising gradually over each 

decade to reach the age 

shown in the date indicated 

Possible equivalent option 2020 2030 2040 2050

in the “two-tier” case 

BSP 65 65.5 66.25 67.25 Rising gradually over each 
decade to reach the age
shown in the date indicated

S2P 65 67 68 69 Rising gradually over each 
decade to reach the age 
shown in the date indicated



2. Implications of alternative state system options  

This Section considers the two main options we have considered and a

number of variants, before setting out the assumptions which we use as the

basis for modelling the impact of an NPSS. It covers in turn:

(i) An Enhanced State Pension (ESP) which unifies BSP and S2P, which 

at some stage is equal to the present Guarantee Credit of £109 per week,

and which rises in line with average earnings.

(ii) The gradual reform path, which accepts the permanent existence of 

two separate flat-rate pensions, the BSP and the S2P, but changes

indexation policies to make the combined pension more generous and 

less means-tested.

(iii) Choosing between the unified ESP and the “two-tier” approach.

(iv) Choosing between the contributory and universal approach.

(v) When should reform start: the expenditure versus means-testing trade-off.

(vi) Summary assumptions on state system reform.

(i) Unified ESP options   

The simplest reform of the state system would be to cease all future accruals

to the S2P and to introduce immediately, and on a universal basis (i.e. paying

it to all resident individuals aged above SPA), an ESP equal in value to the

Guarantee Credit (currently £109 per week) and rising in line with average

earnings. This would allow a very simple and attractive message: the state

will deliver to everyone a pension worth 25% of median earnings, and private

pension saving on top will not be subject to means-testing through Pension

Credit. But three problems make this way forward unacceptable:

■ There would be an immediate and large increase in public expenditure as a

percentage of GDP, taking it well outside the range which we have

suggested [Figure 6.7]. And while in cash flow terms, this increase would

be partially offset by the abolition of contracted-out rebates (the

automatic consequence of ceasing S2P accruals), the Pensions Commission

does not consider it reasonable to treat reduced contracting-out rebates as

“paying for” increased current pension expenditure. In real economic

terms, using reduced contracted-out rebates to pay for increased current

expenditure would reduce national savings. And in National Accounts, the

abolition of contracted-out rebates would count as an increase in tax

revenue, not a reduction in expenditure.
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Figure 6.7 Public expenditure on pensioners a percentage of GDP under an immediate move to a Universal

Enhanced State Pension at the Guarantee Credit level: with rising SPA

Universal Enhanced State Pension from 2010
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: State Pension Age is increased to reach 66 by 2030, 67 by 2040 and 68 by 2050 in line with life expectancy. From 2010 BSP is replaced by a
universal ESP at the level of the Guarantee Credit and accruals to S2P cease.



■ The biggest beneficiaries of this increased public expenditure would be

higher income individuals, while lower income individuals would gain to a

much more limited extent [Figure 6.8]. Indeed if the ESP were still based

on a contributory principle rather than a universal principle, low income

individuals could in some extreme circumstances lose.3

This immediate boost to the income of better-off pensioners derives from the

fact there are people who have already accrued SERPS/S2P rights (or the

contracted-out equivalent) but who would in addition receive the benefit of

the higher ESP. This effect is particularly powerful for pensioners who are

recently retired or those just about to retire, since this cohort of pensioners

have benefited from the generous accrual rates at which SERPS was originally

introduced [as Figure 1.3 showed].

One way to deal with this perverse distributional effect could therefore be to

“offset” the higher ESP against accrued Gross SERPS/S2P rights, i.e. people

would receive the higher of their rights under the new system and their rights

under the old. Our detailed analysis suggests however that this is unlikely to

be a sufficient response to the problem since:

■ There are major complexities in implementing the offset principle. These

derive from the complexity of applying offset to the many different

categories of rights which people have accrued under the current system.

These complexities, which are explained in the panel on the following

pages, are greatest if a contributory approach was still used, but significant

even if a purely universal approach is followed.
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3 Thus for instance in Figure 6.8, if a person started not with £82.05 of BSP, but with 60% of
this (on the basis of their contribution record) and if they therefore had a right to 60% of the
ESP, but if they also had significant private pension incomes, it would be possible for them to
lose from the introduction of an ESP.
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Figure 6.8 ESP benefits those with high pension incomes more than individuals with lower incomes: with no offset

of Additional Pension rights

Low income

Existing ESP

BSP/ESP £82.05 £109.45

Other income (including SERPS/S2P) £20 £20

Total income pre-Pension Credit £102.05 £129.45

Guarantee Credit £7.40 £0

Savings Credit £12 £0

Total income £121.45 £129.45

High Income

Existing ESP

BSP/ESP £82.05 £109.45

Other income (including SERPS/S2P) £150 £150

Total income pre-Pension Credit £232.05 £259.45

Guarantee Credit £0 £0

Savings Credit £0 £0

Total income £232.05 £259.45
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Difficulties in offsetting Additional Pension rights

Administrative Complexities: ESP on a
universal basis 

If the ESP was introduced on a universal basis, all
individuals would receive, when the system is fully
evolved, £109 per week.

Offset requires that the individual is paid the greater of
£109 and the sum of:

■ All accrued and inherited BSP rights (Category A,B, BL
and D plus additions for dependants and age1)

■ All accrued and inherited SERPS/S2P rights (for those
contracted-in)

■ All accrued and inherited contracted-out SERPS/S2P
rights: i.e. the rights to SERPS/S2P that would have
accrued if the individual was contracted-in.

This calculation is complex and administratively
burdensome particularly because the different benefits
have different indexation regimes (ESP to earnings,
SERPS/S2P price-indexed in retirement, BSP to prices)
requiring the calculation to be done separately each
year for each individual.

Administrative complexities: ESP on a
contributory basis.

Even with offset a fully universal ESP is expensive.
A lower cost alternative is to calculate ESP rights on 
a contributory basis. This could be done in a number 
of different ways with different consequences for
different people.

The simplest way is to take an individual’s Category A
qualifying years and multiply by the ESP rate. But this
would disadvantage those who benefit from the non-
contributory elements of the contributory system
(Categories B, BL and D and the additions given for
dependants and age). The calculation of contributory
ESP rights therefore has to allow for these rights.

The required calculation then becomes the greater of:

■ An ESP which requires a complex calculation;

■ And the calculation of existing rights as described
above for the universal ESP model.

Again this would have to be repeated each year due to
different indexation policies.

Operating Offset: perception, fairness and
political acceptability 

The logic of offset is clear: a higher flat-rate state
pension is paid, but only if the sum of existing rights
(BSP and SERPS/S2P) is less than the ESP level. This
logic also has to be applied to people who have
contracted-out, calculating what SERPS/S2P they 
would have accrued if they had been contracted-in, and
then “offsetting.” This is essential for fairness between
contracted-out and contracted-in people.

But this logical and theoretically fair system may not be
thought as such, particularly if, as possible, some people
have achieved a lower return on their contracted-out
additional pensions than is assumed in GAD
calculations. This could be as result of poor investment
performance, or a faster rate of life expectancy increase
than was assumed in calculating the rebate level.

Figure 6.9 illustrates the two-fold problem which arises.
At the pre-means-tested level the contracted-out
person actually gets exactly the same total pension
under ESP as he did before, £105. But he does so in an
environment where the state pension has been
described as “£109 for everyone,” and where “offset”
will look to him as taking away a notional pension he is
not in fact enjoying.

At the total post-means-testing level, meanwhile, he is
actually worse off (as indeed can be the contracted-in
person) due to the loss of Savings Credit.

1 See Glossary for a description of the present categories of BSP.
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The problem derives from the fact that the only
straightforward way to calculate an individual’s private
additional pension is to assume that GAD’s rebate
calculations were at all times fair. The only way to
adjust for this perceived and (because the loss of mean-
tested benefits) actual unfairness is to make the offset
calculation dependent not on theoretical additional
pension income, but on actual additional private
pension income achieved. But this increases still further
administrative complexity, and indeed essentially
reintroduces means-testing into the system.

In addition the introduction of an ESP with offset would
be seen by some as creating unfairness since it would in
some circumstances fail to give people a higher pension
in return for higher contributions e.g. the self-employed,
despite having paid lower past contributions would
receive the same as employees. And people who had
paid voluntary contributions to top up for missed years
could also lose the benefit, unless an additional
complexity in the calculations was added.

Figure 6.9 Possible complications in applying offset to contracted-out rights

Existing system ESP with offset

Pension income Actual pension Pension income Actual pension 
contracted-in income achieved contracted-in income achieved 

contracted-out contracted-out

BSP £70 £70

SERPS/S2P/ £45 £35 £45 £35

Contracted-out Pension

ESP £70 £70

Total income £115 £105 £115 £105

pre-Pension Credit

Guarantee Credit £0 £4.45 £0 £4.45

Savings Credit £14.22 £13.77 £0 £0

Total £129.22 £123.22 £115 £109.45

Source: Pensions Commission analysis



■ The possible (though complex) offset arrangements which we have

modelled would still leave the need for a significant and immediate

increase in public expenditure as a percentage of GDP [Figure 6.10].

And the distributional impact would still include significant undesirable

effects. Some higher income individuals with large private pension rights

but limited SERPS/S2P rights (e.g. higher income older pensioners who

retired before significant SERPS right could be built up) would be

significant gainers. And, crucially, some low income individuals, for the

counter-intuitive reasons explained in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5 Section

7, would be significant and immediate losers [Figure 6.11]. This could be

moderated by keeping the Savings Credit in place (with adjusted

thresholds), but this would undermine the simplicity of the ESP approach,

and the public spending cost would be higher than shown in Figure 6.10.

■ Any offset arrangement moreover involves a judgement on the “fair” way

of dealing with the fact that different people not only have different

accrued rights, but also have made different contributions. For example,

since the self-employed are not members of SERPS/S2P, offset has no

impact on them. All self-employed people, of whatever earnings level,

would therefore receive significantly higher state pensions than today, and

would receive the same state pension as employees of the same earnings

level who had made significantly higher contributions during working life.

To make the ESP option distributionally fair and affordable, would therefore

require some combination of:

(i) Introducing an ESP at a later age than the current SPA while allowing the

existing package of benefits to be drawn at 65 (for men) and 60 rising to

65 by 2020 (for women).

(ii) Introducing an ESP at a lower value than £109, and gradually stepping-up

the value of the ESP over time.

The first approach (an ESP at a later age than 65) in principle has attractions.

But it is difficult to design it while leaving the existing benefit package in place

at a lower age without either producing, at the age at which the ESP applies,

the perverse immediate distributional effect which Figure 6.11 illustrated, or

without introducing complex arrangements to prevent these effects.
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Figure 6.11 A potential loser from an immediate offset ESP

Current system ESP

BSP/ESP £82.05 £109.45

SERPS/S2P £37.50 £10.10

Private income £12.50 £12.50

Total income pre-Pension Credit £132.05 £132.05

Guarantee Credit £0 £0

Savings Credit £7.40 £0

Total income £139.45 £132.05

Source: Pensions Commission analysis

Figure 6.10 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP: universal ESP with 

gross Additional Pension offset 

Proposed range for debate

Universal ESP with offset of gross Additional Pension

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Source: Pensions Commission analysis

Note: Assumes 50% of gross SERPS/S2P is offset in 2010 rising to 100% by 2040.
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Figure 6.12 Gradual step-up to an Enhanced State Pension (ESP): variants modelled 

An ESP at the Guarantee An ESP equivalent to £100 
Credit level by 2045

BSP/ESP From 2010, BSP increases From 2010, BSP increases
faster than earnings to reach faster than earnings to reach
the level of the Guarantee the £100 equivalent by 2045
Credit by 2030

SERPS/S2P Accruals cease immediately, past accruals are paid 

Indexation of payments 2010-2030 in excess of 2010-2045 in 
in retirement earnings; with earnings excess of earnings; with 

thereafter earnings thereafter

Guarantee Credit Retained but initially reduces  Retained 
as BSP increases in value

Savings Credit Erodes by 2030 Significantly reduced by 2045

Credits BSP credits retained, HRP made weekly credit

State Pension Age 66 by 2030, 67 by 2040, 68 by 2050

Contributory versus Universal Base case contributory, with universal payment or universal 

accrual as possible variants

Contracting-out and earnings- Immediately ceases as S2P accruals cease

related compulsion

We have therefore concentrated in our modelling on the “step-up to ESP”

option, and have considered in detail the package illustrated in the left hand

column Figure 6.12. In this option, S2P accruals cease immediately and an

ESP is introduced at an initial value of about £75 (i.e. the level of the BSP in

2010 in today’s earnings terms assuming price indexation from now till 2010),

increasing thereafter faster than average earnings to reach an earnings

equivalent value of £109 by 2030.
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Figure 6.13 Proportion of pensioner benefit units on Pension Credit under gradual contributory ESP option 2005-

2050: with ESP reaching the level of the Guarantee Credit in 2030

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Guarantee Credit Only Savings Credit and Guarantee Credit Savings Credit Only

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: See figure 6.11 for modelling assumptions
Pensioner benefit units defined as any household with an individual aged over the State Pension Age
The reason why the percentage coverage of the Guarantee Credit first declines and then increases is because the option modelled 
includes a contributory based ESP: the percentage of people not achieving a full contribution record first declines as more women 
achieve full rights, but then increases as the impact of increased higher education participation feeds through.

This package has clear attractions:

■ By phasing in the ESP, and ceasing new S2P accruals but honouring already

accrued S2P rights, it achieves some of the effects of the S2P “offset” but

with fewer transitional complexities.

■ The long-term model, and the model which would apply to all workers

under 40 years old, would be clear: a non-means-tested state pension

equal in value to the current Guarantee Credit.

■ As a result it would reverse the spread of future means-testing which

current indexation arrangements would produce [Figure 6.13]. Unlike the

“immediate full ESP” it would of course not eliminate means-testing today.

But since it is the prospect of future means-testing which needs to be

reduced to create good incentives to save, this step-up option would

deliver a sound base on which to build increased private savings.

■ It avoids most of the distributional disadvantages of the “immediate full

ESP”, with no significant immediate low income losers nor high income

gainers [Figure 6.14]. It might however leave our non-saving Low Pay case

at age 75 slightly worse off in 2050 than she would be in 2020 having

retired in 2010: if she did not save privately her pension income would be

equal to 26% of median earnings in 2050 versus 28% in 2010.
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Figure 6.14 Pension income for the stylised individuals at 75 according to year they reached 65 with a gradual ESP

reaching Guarantee Credit level
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Note: Start saving age 30 on earnings above £5000 (in constant earnings terms) medium saving is saving 8% of earnings above this level
and 16% in the high case.
Real rate of return on savings 3.5%, AMC 0.3%
Annuity rates vary over time to account for increases in life expectancy. However State Pension Age is also rising to 68 by 2050.
We assume that private saving is 100% annuitised when someone reaches SPA.
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The two key problems are that:

■ The specific case which we have modelled, with the ESP reaching £109 in

2030, produces a total public expenditure profile above our guideline

envelope, not only during transition, but even after 2050 [Figure 6.15].

This is true even if a contributory approach is followed, and is even more

the case if the ESP is paid on a universal residency basis. If a lower long-

term ESP is set as the target, it is possible to bring the expenditure back

towards the envelope. Figure 6.15 illustrates that setting a long-term ESP

of £100 would bring the spend in 2045 almost within the envelope. But

this would make the mild adverse distributional effect for the Low Pay

individual in 2050 much more severe. There is therefore a political choice

to be made: if higher public expenditure than our indicative envelope is

acceptable, an ESP can be distributionally attractive, and radically reduces

means-testing. If it is not, then there remain distributional disadvantages

to this approach.

■ The “step-up” process means sacrificing the clear simple message of the

“immediate full ESP” option, and means that the credibility of the future

promise is vitally dependent not just on continuity of an indexation regime,

but on future governments following through with the indicated “step-up.”

If savers believe that that promise is credible, then they will perceive that

means-testing has been reduced in the way Figure 6.13 suggests. But the

discretionary nature of the future step-ups is likely to undermine that

confidence.

(ii)  Gradual two-tier options

The alternative way forward is to accept the existence, at least for the

foreseeable future, of two separate state pensions (the BSP and the S2P),

but to make changes which both:

(i) Make the combined system less means-tested.

(ii) Accelerate the evolution of the system towards a “two-tier flat-rate”

system which could be more easily explained than the current system.

The specific variant of the gradual two-tier option which we have modelled is

described in Figure 6.16. As with the “step-up to ESP” option it would be

possible to combine this option with either a universal or a contributory

approach to the BSP. The key changes from the current system and its

evolution under current indexation arrangements are:

■ Linking the BSP to earnings after 2010.

■ Accelerating the evolution of the S2P towards a flat-rate system, by

freezing in nominal terms the Upper Earnings Limit (UEL) for S2P accruals.
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Figure 6.15 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP under gradual ESP options

ESP at £100 equivalent by 2045

ESP at Guarantee Credit level by 2030

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Proposed range for debate

Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: See Figure 6.11 for modelling assumptions.

Figure 6.16 Two-tier flat-rate system: variants modelled

Two-tier flat-rate system

BSP From 2010 BSP increases with earnings

SERPS/S2P UEL for S2P accruals is frozen in nominal terms from 2010. This
results in accruals to S2P becoming flat-rate around 2030

Indexation of payments in retirement BSP is earnings linked, S2P is price linked in retirement

Guarantee Credit Retained but does not grow in importance as in the present system 
as BSP is earnings linked

Savings Credit Maximum Savings Credit frozen in real terms

Credits S2P credits are aligned to the Welfare to Work agenda
HRP to become weekly credit

State Pension Age Base case 66 by 2030, 67 by 2040, 68 by 2050
Possible to have variant with separate pension ages for BSP and S2P

Contributory versus universal S2P would remain contributory
Initial case considered leaves BSP contributory
Variants with BSP universal in payment or accrual are then considered

Contracting-out and earnings Gradually erodes 
related compulsion



■ Increasing after 2020 the State Pension Ages of both systems. For

modelling purposes we have assumed both ages reach 66 in 2030, 67 in

2040 and 68 in 2050, but the alternative option of slightly different ages

for the two pensions, illustrated in Figure 6.6, would produce almost

identical public expenditure consequences.

■ Freezing the maximum amount of Savings Credit payable in real terms,

(which requires increasing the lower Savings Credit threshold slightly faster

than average earnings). This freeze is required to prevent the future spread

of means-testing. It also curtails the relentless increase in the replacement

rates of low income non-savers which current indexation arrangements, if

continued indefinitely, would unintentionally produce. But by maintaining

a role for the Savings Credit, rather than eliminating it entirely as in the

ESP option, it minimises the risk that low income non-savers can be worse

off than today.

This package produces the following results:

■ Its public expenditure profile would, if the contributory approach were

followed, in the long run be close to the bottom of the range we have

proposed [Figure 6.17]. It would however involve expenditure very slightly

above the flat level we have suggested from now to 2020: Section v below

discusses whether adjustments can offset this effect. As with the ESP

option, a rapid move to a universal payment approach (even if only for the

BSP) would have significant short-term public expenditure consequences

[Figure 6.18].

■ Its distributional impact versus the current system is reasonable, as Figure

6.19 illustrates. For the non-saving Constant Median and Higher Earner

cases, individuals would get a lower replacement rate from the state than

they do today, but if they saved they would be as well or better-off, due to

the reduced impact of means-testing. In the Low Pay and Career Break

case, the non-savers are marginally better off (relative to median earnings)

than they are today, but appreciably better-off if they save.
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Figure 6.17 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP under the two-tier option

Contributory two-tier option
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8%

9%

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Proposed range for debate

Source: Pensions Commission analysis using pensim2

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.

Figure 6.18 Effect on public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP of universal payment for BSP under

the two-tier option

Two-tier with universal payment of BSP from 2010

Two-tier contributory
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2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Proposed range for debate

Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.



Figure 6.19 Pension income for the stylised individuals at 75 according to year they reached 65 with the

two-tier option
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Note: Start saving age 30 on earnings above £5000 (in constant earnings terms) medium saving is saving 8% of earnings above this
level and 16% in the high case.
Real rate of return on savings 3.5%, AMC 0.3%
Annuity rates vary over time to account for increases in life expectancy. However State Pension Age is also rising to 68 by 2050.
We assume that private saving is 100% annuitised when someone reaches SPA.
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■ Its impact on means-testing is less dramatic than the step-up to ESP

option, but it still reduces the scope of means-testing appreciably

compared with the no change option [Figure 6.20]. The total percentage 

of the pensioner population subject to some means-testing of Pension

Credit falls below 40% in 2050 rather than increasing to over 70% as it

would if current indexation arrangements were continued indefinitely.

But this underestimates the extent to which means-testing will be

reduced. Since total expenditure on Savings Credit under this option will 

be dramatically reduced versus the no-change option it is clear that many

of those indicated as receiving Savings Credit in Figure 6.20 will only be

subject to means-testing on a small proportion of their total private

income [Figure 6.21].

It would however be desirable to reduce the spread of means-testing still

further. One way to do this would be to move BSP accruals looking forward

onto a universal basis. This option is considered in Section iv below within

the context of the wider issues involved in deciding between a universal and

contributory approach.
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Figure 6.20 Proportion of pensioner benefit units on Pension Credit under two-tier contributory option

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Guarantee Credit Only

Savings Credit and Guarantee Credit
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions 
Pensioner benefit units are defined as any household with an individual aged over the State Pension Age.

Figure 6.21 Pension Credit costs as a percentage of GDP: two-tier contributory reform option and the current

system assuming present indexation continues indefinitely

Contributory two-tier reform option

Base case: assuming current indexation arrangements continue indefinitely
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Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.



(iii) Choosing between the alternative state pension options.

The alternative options for the state system reform which we have

considered, though quite different in form, are in terms of substantive effects

not radically different. The Pensions Commission believes that either route

would be a significant improvement on the current system and its likely

evolution, and would help achieve the objectives of:

■ A less means-tested system than we are currently heading towards,

allowing individuals at a variety of different income levels to gain more

benefit from their savings [Figure 6.22];

■ With reasonable distributional consequences; and

■ Within acceptable and sustainable public expenditure levels.

There are however important differences along four dimensions:

(i) distributional effects; (ii) the impact on existing private sector provision;

(iii) flexibility relating to the universal versus contributory choice and to

pension ages and (iv) simplicity. These differences imply arguments for and

against either approach [Figure 6.23].

(i) Distributional effects The distributional effects of the two options are 

not radically different. There are however two significant and two more 

minor differences:

– The ESP option is more favourable to the self-employed, who not only

gain (in both options) the benefit of BSP earnings indexation, but also

the benefit of a higher ESP. For the self-employed, who are not

members of S2P, this is a free benefit, with no offsetting reduction in

future S2P rights. The pros and cons of this effect, and whether it would

need in fairness to be accompanied by a higher rate of self-employed

National Insurance (NI) contributions, could be debated either way.

– The two-tier option delivers slightly more pension to high earners in

2050 (though the benefit disappears thereafter) because an earnings-

related element of the system is preserved for longer. The implication of

this for the relative distributional impact of the two options depends on

how revenue is raised. If earnings-related benefits are paid for by

earnings-related contributions, the net distributional effect is equivalent

to flat-rate benefits paid for by flat-rate contributions. Independent of

the distributional impact, we believe that the fact that the two-tier

option gradually eliminates earnings-related accrual, rather than

immediately as in the ESP option, is an advantage, since it means that

the NPSS can be up and running and a proven success, before earnings-

related compulsion in the PAYG system is removed.
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Figure 6.22 Impact of saving on retirement income: increase in pension income achieved as percentage of 

median earnings: assuming retirement in 2050
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis

Note: Comparing total retirement income at 75 
Start saving age 30 on earnings above £5000 (in constant earnings terms) saving 8% of earnings above this level 
Real rate of return on savings 3.5%, AMC 0.3%.
Allows for impact on Pension Credit entitlements (in current and two-tier options).

– The two options differ significantly in their balance of income level at

point of retirement and income indexation during retirement. The

gradual two-tier route boosts the replacement rate at point of

retirement, but links S2P benefits to prices during retirement: pensions 

as a percentage of average earnings will therefore decline slightly during

the course of retirement. The ESP option delivers a lower real pension at

the onset of retirement, but maintains this in earnings terms throughout:

the incomes of older pensioners (e.g. those above 90) will therefore tend

to be higher under the ESP option than under the two-tier option.

Arguments can be made for either approach (see Chapter 5 Section 7).

– The ESP option will tend to produce, particularly at the start of

retirement, but even at 75 years old, a slightly lower replacement rate

for the non-saving low earner. This effect is slight if the ESP is £109 (in

current earnings terms), but becomes more significant if a lower figure

than £109 is needed to make the public expenditure cost acceptable.

(ii) Impact on existing private pension provision. This could be significantly

different, particularly for DB provision, between the two options. Under the

ESP, since S2P accrual ceases immediately, contracted-out rebates are

immediately abolished. Under the gradual two-tier option, the importance of

contracted-out rebates will gradually reduce. As set out in Chapter 5 Section 8,

we believe that this gradual approach is preferable since it is likely that the

immediate abolition of the contracted-out rebate will accelerate the closure of

existing private sector DB schemes and since it leaves the flexibility for policy

to be adjusted in the light of the proven success of the auto-enrolment system.



Figure 6.23 Comparing the “Step up to ESP” and “Two-tier” options

1. Simplicity ESP simpler in the long-term,
but to be effective requires Neither option perfect.
confidence that future 
governments will deliver a Either is improvement 
series of discretionary increases. on current evolution.

“Two-tier” simple in transition, Two-tier transition
and simpler in the long-run simplicity attractive.
than current system (since both 
state pensions flat-rate) but 
long transition.

2. Public Expenditure ESP can fit within envelope if 
step-up made gradual enough 
(but with distributional 
consequences). Not an inherent difference

between options.
Gradual two-tier can fit 
within envelope.

Two-tier slightly preferable.
Improvements for existing 
pensioners (under either system) 
require some increase as a percentage 
of GDP before 2020.

3. Distributional impact ESP less favourable to lower Two-tier preferable.
– Protecting the poorest earners at retirement in 2050 

if step-up slow enough to stay
in public expenditure envelope.

4. Distributional Impact Two-tier makes higher earners Two-tier preferable.
– Avoiding unnecessary slightly better off in 2050, since
beneficiaries earnings-related compulsion      

gradually rather than immediately
eliminated – but no unnecessary 
short-term benefit to better-
off pensions.

5. Adequacy ESP deliveries slightly lower state
replacement rate to average earner at
retirement ...
...and thus requires slightly higher
contributions to NPSS to achieve 45%
target… 
...but ESP is more favourable in general to
older pensioners since it is earnings
indexed in retirement.

Trade-off dependent on attitude
to definition of pension adequacy
(see Chapter 5 Section 7).
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Figure 6.23 Continued

6. Low cost savings No difference – delivered by NPSS not by state system

7. Reducing means-testing ESP produces more dramatic reduction ESP preferable.
in means-testing (but therefore higher 
public spending cost).

8. Avoiding harm to existing ESP immediately eliminates 
voluntary system contracting-out rebate and will likely

speed closure of remaining private DB
schemes.

Two-tier gradually eliminates
contracting-out rebate.

9. Improving the position Universal accrual can be applied in 
of women either option, but with flexibility in  
– Future pensioners the two-tier option to preserve the 

contributory system for S2P

10. Improving the position Improvements can be delivered equally with either option – both 
of women would require spend outside envelope.
– Today’s pensioners 

11. Improving options for Either option would prevent the 
the self-employed further erosion of the position of the 

self-employed resulting from price
indexation of the BSP.

ESP would eliminate all distinction
between employed and self-employed
state pension rights despite significant
differences in NI contributions paid.

12. Robustness in the face Either option would deliver this by 
of rising life expectancy raising SPA and linking long-term 

evolution of SPA to unknown future
path of life expectancy.

“Two-tier” option allows flexibility of
higher SPA for S2P and lower for BSP,
helping (slightly) to offset concerns 
about socio-economic equity arising 
from lower life expectancy in lower 
social classes.

Two-tier preferable.

Either option an improvement
on current evolution….
… two-tier may be a more
practical way forwards.

Two-tier option preferable.

Slight preference for two-tier option.
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(iii) Flexibility in respect to the universal versus contributory choice 

and to pension ages The gradual two-tier route allows two potentially 

useful flexibilities:

– The possibility of following a universal approach to the BSP but a

contributory approach to the S2P. Section iv below discusses the overall

advantages of universal versus contributory approaches, and suggests

that this two-tier approach has significant attractions,

– The possibility of having two different pension ages, with the S2P age

set slightly higher than the BSP age. This would, by keeping the SPA for

BSP as low as possible, moderate the impact of raising pension ages in a

way which would be most valuable to lower income people with lower

life expectancy. [See Chapter 8 Section 5 for more detailed discussion of

this issue.]

(iv) Simplicity Clearly in the long run the unified ESP system is simpler and

easier to explain. But the step-up to the ESP involves a more complex

transition, and to be effective as a basis for private saving (i.e. reducing the

expected role of means-testing) the step-up to ESP option requires savers to

be confident that future steps will in fact be implemented by future

governments. There is of course no option which can give total confidence

that future policy will continue as presently intended: no government can bind

its successors. But the gradual two-tier option, which relies essentially on the

indexation of the BSP to earnings, is a much simpler option around which to

seek to establish consensus.

It is possible to argue the choice either way. The Pensions Commission’s

preference, however, is for the two-tier approach because:

■ The two-tier option only slowly eliminates earnings-related compulsion

within the state system. We believe this is an advantage at least until the

NPSS is in place and a proven success as it would leave open the options 

of either:

– Accelerating even faster than we propose the evolution of S2P to a flat-

rate system, if the NPSS was rapidly successful.

– Slowing the move of S2P to a flat-rate system, by re-linking  the UEL for

S2P accruals to prices, if the NPSS was less successful (i.e. had a higher

opt-out rate) than hoped.

■ We believe that the flexibility to move the BSP onto a universal basis while

keeping the S2P as a contributory system is attractive.

■ The impossibility of moving rapidly to an ESP (without high cost, adverse

distributional effects or the complexities of offset) means that the ESP

option loses its huge advantage of simplicity. And we are concerned that a

promise to “step-up” the ESP gradually to the required level will not be

credible, given the impossibility of committing future governments.
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One disadvantage of choosing either the two-tier option or a gradual step-up

to an ESP option, however, is that they do nothing to fix the problems of the

current system for today’s pensioners, or indeed for many pensioners over the

next 10-15 years. These include many people who have been disadvantaged

by the steady erosion of BSP (in earnings terms) over the last 25 years, but

who will not benefit from the creation in 2002 of a flat-rate element of S2P

since this only accrues slowly. While reducing means-testing for these people

is not important for incentive to save reasons (since they are already retired)

it would be attractive to move some existing pensioners off means-testing if

this can be done at reasonable cost. One option by which to achieve this

would be to make the BSP universal in payment after, for instance, age 75.

This option, and other issues relating to the choice between a contributory

and universal system, are considered in Section iv below.

(iv)  Contributory versus universal approach.

One of the key problems which we identified in Chapter 4 was that the

present pension system disadvantages people with interrupted paid work

records and carers (in particular women). In Chapter 5 Section 6 we explained

the reasons for this and possible solutions, pointing out that:

(i) Improvements to the credit system could address some of the problems

but would still leave significant gaps.

(ii) Introducing a universal residency based system involved significant

implementation complexities, especially if introduced retrospectively

rather than as an accrual system going forward.

Looking forward, either of the two options we have analysed would

significantly improve the position for women, since the BSP (or in Option 1 

the ESP), which has more favourable “credits” rules than S2P, would be linked

to earnings rather than steadily degrading in relative earnings terms. And latest

figures from GAD suggest that the gap between men and women in respect to

BSP accrual will close significantly over the next 20 years, while women will

actually be more likely than men to accrue S2P rights [See Figures 5.28 and

5.29 in Chapter 5 Section 6]. But this still leaves two problems:

■ While the gap will close, there will still be many individual women, in

particular those whose earnings in particular years fall below the LEL for

any one job and those who are caring for older dependents but are not

eligible for credits, who will not accrue adequate rights.

■ There is a large inherited problem of women pensioners today and in the

near future, who did not accrue significant rights in their working and

caring life, and who are now reliant on means-tested benefits.



To address the first problem we would have to shift to a universal residence

approach for future accruals of all or some state pension rights.4 To address

the second problem we would need to shift the present payment of state

pension onto a universal basis.

Under the ESP option we have modelled, if pension payments were made 

on an universal residency basis from today, about 0.6% of GDP would be

immediately added to public expenditure. Figure 6.18 illustrated that

payment of the BSP only on a universal residency basis, (while keeping S2P 

on a contributory basis) would be slightly less expensive, but would still add

0.5% of GDP immediately to public expenditure.

The alternative approach of moving BSP accruals (but not present payments)

onto a universal residency basis, would have the public expenditure

consequences shown in Figure 6.24. There is a minimal impact before 2020,

and even by 2050 the cost impact would be only 0.3% of GDP, and the total

cost would still fall well within our expenditure range, since a higher

percentage of women would by then have accrued full rights in any case.

But this reform would greatly simplify the system looking forward. It would

make it possible to tell younger workers that the state system would in future

pay a BSP, rising in line with earnings, to all people irrespective of, for instance,

periods of work on earnings below the Lower Earnings Limit (LEL). And while

it would do nothing to reduce means-testing for existing pensioners it would

further nudge down the percentage of future pensioners subject to means-

testing and future expenditure on Pension Credit, taking the total proportion

of pensioner units receiving Pension Credit down from the 38% shown in

Figure 6.20 to 36%.

Decisions on whether and how fast to move to a universal system therefore

require a political judgement on:

(i) The overall pros and cons of maintaining a contributory principle for 

the BSP.

(ii) Whether and how far there is scope for increase in public expenditure

over the next 5-15 years.

(iii) The feasibility and implications of implementing a residency test.
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4 Recent indexation arrangements, linking the BSP to prices, could over the long-term reduce the
importance of the “earnings below LEL” problem, but would only do so very slowly, would not
address the other problems with the contributory approach and would require accepting an
increase in the administrative burden on employers.
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Figure 6.24 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP of two-tier option with universal accrual for

the BSP

Two-tier option with universal accrual for BSP

Contributory two-tier option

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Proposed range for debate

Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.



The Pensions Commission’s recommendation is that the system should combine:

■ Moving BSP accruals looking forward onto a universal basis, with a residency

test. This would be relatively inexpensive even in the long-term but would

sweep away the complexity of credits in future BSP accrual, and would

greatly simplify explanation of the pension system: all people of working age

legally resident in Britain would be accruing rights to a BSP worth about

17% of median earnings. The implication of this approach is however that

some mechanism is required to register residence. We do not believe the

problems in designing such a mechanism are insurmountable but they

require more detailed investigation. If universal residency based accrual is on

further investigation not feasible, then the alternative is to reform the

existing contributory system along the lines suggested in Figure 5.30.

■ Making credits to S2P more generous to carers (e.g. accruing carer credits on

a weekly basis) but leaving S2P as a contributory system. This would mean

that people could not gain full state pension rights unless they had made a

contribution (either via paid work and financial contribution or via caring 

and the receipt of credits).

In addition, to address the inherited problems, it would be desirable to:

■ Introduce an effectively universal BSP today for people aged over a certain

age, e.g. 75. This can be achieved fairly simply by improving the generosity of

the existing Category D pension. This is currently paid to over 80 year olds

on a residency basis and tops up existing BSP rights to a maximum of £49.15

(about 60% of the total BSP). If the Category D pension were worth £75 in

2005 earnings terms (from 2010 onwards), on an individual basis and were

payable from aged 75, the immediate additional net public expenditure cost

would be about 0.15% of GDP, with a significant amount of the additional

gross expenditure offset by lower Pension Credit expenditure. In the long run

and if introduced alongside universal accrual of the BSP, the net cost would

be smaller.

The total public expenditure cost involved in both moving to universal accruals

and to a universal BSP payment above 75 is illustrated in Figure 6.25.

The advantages of this approach are that:

■ Looking forward, a universal accruals approach to the BSP would make a

significant contribution to simplifying the system and would provide an

underpin of universal benefits, while maintaining the contributory principle,

incentives to work and recognition for caring, for those seeking to achieve

maximum state pension rights.
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Figure 6.25 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP of two-tier option with universal accrual of

BSP and full BSP for those 75 and over 

Two-tier option with universal accrual 

Two-tier option with universal accrual and full BSP pension at 75

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Proposed range for debate

Source: Pensions Commission analysis

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.

■ Making the BSP universal in payment over aged 75 (or 80) would make a

significant difference to many older pensioners on means-tested benefits

today, but at relatively low cost and in a targeted fashion. This change is

not required to improve pension saving incentives looking forward but it is

desirable in order to address inherited problems. Whether this cost is

affordable, however, and above what age, is a political judgement.

(v)  When should reform start?  The expenditure versus means-testing

trade-off

Figure 6.24 showed the public expenditure profile resulting from our preferred

option. While overall the profile is close to the envelope we proposed, and

falls clearly within the 7.5-8.0% range we suggested from 2045 onwards, it

does, when compared with the no change option, produce an increase in

public expenditure as percentage of GDP between 2010 and 2020, despite the

benefits of lower expenditure which will then be resulting from the rise in the

women’s pension age.

An issue which therefore arises is whether it would be possible to delay the

start of the reform, and crucially the indexation of the BSP to earnings, later

than the 2010 year which we have illustrated in our modelling. To illustrate

this option we have modelled what would happen if the start of earnings-

indexation of the BSP and of universal accruals of BSP rights were delayed

until 2015.



■ The public expenditure profile would now fall clearly within the range we

have suggested, and indeed by 2045 would be below it [Figure 6.26].

■ But the inevitable consequence would be that the scope of means-testing

in future would be significantly greater than in our preferred option and

slightly greater than today [Figure 6.27].

■ And to achieve any given target for overall income replacement by

pensioners, default contribution rates within the NPSS would have to be

higher than we propose in Section 3 below.

This illustrates the essential and unavoidable dilemma involved in developing

a sensible way forward. The more that public expenditure is constrained, the

more important private savings are to ensuring pensioner income adequacy;

but the more public expenditure is constrained the more means-testing must

occur, and therefore the greater the barriers to voluntary private savings, and

the less the likely acceptability of strongly encouraged or compelled savings.

The decision on when the BSP should be re-indexed to earnings therefore

involves a difficult trade-off both within pension policy and between pension

and other public expenditure priorities. The Pensions Commission’s judgement

is that while a short delay beyond 2010 would not seriously undermine 

the overall direction of the proposed reform, a 5 year delay probably would.

A start in 2011 rather than 2010, for instance, could be justified on the

grounds that increased BSP cost (relative to current plans) should only be

incurred as the cost reduction benefits of the rise in women’s SPA are

beginning to flow through. But delaying to 2015 would, we believe, put off for

too long the point at which we begin to halt the spread of means-testing.

(vi)  Summary assumptions for the state system 

As a base for our modelling of the impact of an NPSS auto-enrolment

system, we assume the following state pension system reforms:

■ An evolution of the existing two-tier system as set out in Figure 6.16.

■ With future accruals to the BSP moving onto a universal residence basis.

These assumptions define the replacement rates which people of different

earnings levels will receive from the state, and the degree to which private

pension income will be means-tested. They therefore influence the default

contributions rates which are appropriate within the NPSS. We do not in

these calculations allow for the desirable additional element of reform 

(a universal BSP in payment at age 75) but this would make only minimal

difference to the appropriate design of the NPSS.
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Figure 6.27 Proportion of pensioner benefit units on Pension Credit under two-tier if reform starts in 2015

Guarantee Credit only

Savings Credit and Guarantee Credit
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.

Figure 6.26 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP with earnings indexation of BSP from 2015

Two-tier option with universal BSP accrual starting earnings indexation of BSP in 2015

Two-tier option with universal BSP accrual starting earnings indexation of BSP in 2010
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Source: Pensions Commission analysis using Pensim2

Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.



3. Contribution rates within the NPSS 

In Chapter 5 Section 1 we argued that it was a reasonable aim of public

policy to seek to ensure that the median earner achieves an income

replacement rate of at least 45%. We argued that this objective should be

pursued via the auto-enrolment of individuals, with a modest compulsory

matching contribution by employers. We suggested that decisions on

whether to save to achieve a higher replacement rate than 45% should be

left to individual choice, reflecting different preferences and circumstances,

while recognising that many individuals and employers already contribute at a

rate which will result in higher replacement rates and that this should be

encouraged and continue to be supported via NI and tax relief. But we also

identified the high costs which many individuals currently face in exercising

that choice.

Our proposed approach to contribution rates within the NPSS is therefore 

as follows:

■ The minimum default contribution rate, at which people would be auto-

enrolled, combined with the compulsory matching employer contribution,

should be designed to make it likely, on reasonable rate of return

assumptions, that the median earner saving for most of their working life

can achieve a total replacement rate (state system and NPSS combined) of

about 45%.

■ The NPSS should also, however, allow the median earner and/or their

employer to make additional contributions sufficient to make a

replacement rate of 60-65% possible. Additional contributions would not

attract compulsory matching employer contributions (though employers

would of course be free to make voluntary additional contributions, which

would continue to be encouraged through tax and NI relief).

Figure 6.28 sets out the replacement rates, at retirement, which would arise

from our state system proposals in 2050. The median earner with a fairly full

contribution record would achieve about a 30% replacement rate (this could

arise either from remunerated work or from carer and other credits or in the

case of the BSP from residency). To achieve a total replacement rate of at

least 45%, a pension of around 15% of median earnings from the NPSS is

therefore required.

The contribution rates as a percentage of gross salary required to achieve 

this, on a variety of assumptions about rates of return, the age at which

savings starts, and the age of retirement, are illustrated in Figure 6.29. We

believe it is reasonable to design minimum default contribution rates on the

assumption of:

■ Saving is likely to start on average at age 25, but with some interruptions,

so that the continuous saving from 30 assumption is the best guide to

required contribution rates.
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Figure 6.28 Replacement rate at the point of retirement in 2050 under two-tier option
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Figure 6.29 Savings as a percentage of gross earnings required for 15% replacement rate from the NPSS for

the median earner 
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■ Annuitisation of the accumulated fund at the SPA, which rises over time as

shown in Figure 6.6.

■ An average rate of return, before Annual Management Charges, of about

3.5%. To achieve this expected rate of return, a significant equity exposure

is required at least at younger ages and the return is therefore not

guaranteed. For reasons set out in Chapter 10 Section 6 however we

believe it reasonable that the default option within the NPSS is a fund with

significant equity exposure (though with an increasing bond/guaranteed

element as age increases).

On these assumptions the required contribution rate for the median earner is

about 6% of gross earnings. It would not be appropriate however to make

the formula for auto-enrolment minimum default contributions "6% of total

earnings", since this would result in many people of very low income being

auto-enrolled, generating very small value accounts, and almost certainly a

high level of opt-out. A key issue is therefore the income level above which

auto-enrolment contribution should be collected. We have considered the

merits of two alternative approaches:

■ Auto-enrolled contributions on earnings above the Lower Earnings

Threshold (LET) (currently £12,100 per year). A contribution rate of 12%

on earnings above this level would be required to ensure that the average

earner contributed 6% of total earnings

■ Auto-enrolled contributions on earnings above the Primary Threshold

(currently £4,888 per year). The contribution rate to achieve the median

earner objective would be 8% on earnings above this level.

The Pensions Commission believes that the arguments for a lower threshold,

such as the Primary Threshold, are stronger since:

■ While a higher than average proportion of low earners may choose not to

participate in the scheme (and will achieve reasonable replacement rates

from the state pensions) we believe it important to provide them with the

opportunity to participate in low-cost savings and to receive the employer

matching contribution.

■ There will be many people with earnings between the Primary Threshold and

the LET at particular times in their life (e.g. during periods of part-time

working combined with parental or other care responsibilities) but who have

life term earnings high enough that they will wish to make pension provision

above the flat-rate which the state will provide. It should be made easy for

such people to continue to make contributions to the scheme, and receive

the benefit of employer matching.

■ For people with earnings around £15,000 per year, who are clearly in the

segment where private saving should be encouraged, a threshold set at 

the LET would result in only low replacement rates being achieved.
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■ A higher threshold implies a higher percentage contribution rate, if our

proposed objective for the average earner is to be achieved. This

significantly increases the marginal rate of salary deduction which people

will face as they achieve salary increases.

The Pensions Commission’s recommendation is therefore that the default rate

of contribution should be 8% of gross earnings above the Primary Threshold.

We recommend also that this auto-enrolled contribution rate should apply up

to a level of income around the current Upper Earnings Limit (UEL) (£32,850).

This reflects the philosophy set out in our First Report (see First Report,

Chapter 4) that there is a level of income above which a purely voluntary

approach to pension provision is appropriate particularly given the advantages

of tax relief. An upper limit of about £33,000 would cover all the earnings of

80% of the workforce and a significant proportion of the income of those

with still higher earnings. Whatever the lower and upper earnings levels

chosen, these should increase of over time in line with average earnings.5

The proposed 8% contribution rate (above the Primary Threshold) would arise

from a combination of: (i) individual contributions out of post-tax earnings; (ii)

the benefits of tax relief; and (iii) the matching employer contribution.

■ The tax relief element could arise from the operation of the current tax

relief regime, or it could take the form of a specific “government match”.

The pros and cons of these two approaches, and the Pensions Commission’s

recommendation, are set out in Chapter 10 Section 9. If the current

regime is used, tax relief would pay for about 1% out of the 8%

contribution, and there would in addition be the subsequent benefit of the

tax-free lump sum. If a “government match” system is used, there would

be no tax-free lump sum, but the net contribution would be equivalent.

■ Our reasons for proposing a compulsory matching employer contribution,

and the impact of different levels of matching on wage bills, were discussed

in Chapter 5 Section 1. We recommend that employers’ minimum

contributions should be 3% of earnings above the Primary Threshold. This

will be equivalent to about 2.3% of total gross earnings for the median

earner on £22,000. Since, however, pension contributions are not subject

to employers’ National Insurance, it will add only about 2% to the cost of

employing a median earner, and less for lower paid earners, for those

companies not presently making contributions in excess of that level.

The impact of this proposal on aggregate labour costs (estimated at about

0.6%), and on costs by size of company, is considered in Chapter 10

Section 5.

5 While up-rating of the thresholds with earnings should be the standard, the trends in earnings
amongst lowest earning groups should be monitored to ensure that indexation of the lower
NPSS thresholds does not result in an increasing proportion of the workforce falling below the
threshold for participating in the auto-enrolment part of the NPSS.
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Figure 6.30 illustrates how the 8% default contribution rate would arise from

the three different sources. Employees’ contributions would account for 4%,

tax relief for 1% and employers’ minimum contributions for 3%. Employees

considering whether to accept auto-enrolment would know that their own

default level contributions out of post-tax earnings would be 100% matched

by the combination of tax relief and employer contributions. We believe that

this will provide a very strong incentive to stay enrolled, while keeping

employer contributions at a modest level which, particularly if phased in, can

be absorbed without significant disruption to product or labour markets.

The 8% default contribution rate would however only be sufficient, when

combined with state pensions, to achieve for the average earner a replacement

rate of about 45%. Many people will wish to achieve higher pensions, and

many will only be able to do so in a cost-effective manner if they can gain 

the benefits of low cost saving within the NPSS. We therefore propose that

people and/or their employers should be able to make additional contributions

to the NPSS above the default auto-enrolled level. There are good reasons,

however, for limiting those contributions, in order to limit the total size of the

NPSS and thus its relative importance within the overall household savings

system. One possible approach to setting the maximum contribution cap is

explored in Chapter 10 Section 2, where we suggest that the cap might be set

so that the median earner’s total contributions (employer and employee

combined) can be 16% of earnings above the Primary Threshold, i.e. double

the default level.

4. The self-employed within the state system and the NPSS 

The UK workforce includes 25.5 million employees but also 3.2 million self-

employed. In the analysis reported in our First Report, a disproportionate

percentage of the self-employed appeared in danger of inadequate pension

income in retirement [Figure 6.31]. This reflects the fact that (i) the self-

employed cannot be members of the S2P: the only state pension rights they

accrue are to the BSP; and (ii) only 38% of the self-employed are covered by

private pensions compared with 56% of employees.

Some of the self-employed identified as “non-savers” in Figure 6.31 may not

be causes for concern. While only a small minority of the self-employed have

business assets which can be sold to fund retirement, the self-employed

include a significant proportion of people who are by nature entrepreneurial,

and many of these will have made alternative arrangements e.g. through

investment in housing assets. But the self-employed also include many people

who move between self-employment and employment, and whose periods of

self-employment are determined by the labour market contracts offered to

them as much as by any positive entrepreneurial choice. There are some signs

that this category of the self-employed may be growing, particularly among

young men.
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Figure 6.30 Source of contributions to the NPSS
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Figure 6.31 Percentage of non-savers among men 46-55 earning £17,500 to £24,999
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Under present plans for the state pension system, the adequacy of pension

provision for many self-employed will decline still further, as a result of the

indexation of the BSP to prices. The state is planning to shift the balance of

state provision from BSP to S2P [see Figure 4.4 in Chapter 4]. This will

severely disadvantage the self-employed, who will receive a benefit of

declining value relative to average earnings as they are not eligible for S2P.

Low income self-employed are now particularly disadvantaged, relative to low

income employees, since they do not gain the benefits of the redistribution to

lower earners introduced by reforms to the S2P in 2002. Any employee

earning between the Lower Earning Limit (LEL) and the LET now accrues S2P

rights as if they were earning at the LET. For an employee earning just above

the LEL all of their S2P accrual is now effectively paid for by a redistribution

from other contributors rather than out of their own contributions. The self-

employed person earning just above the LEL receives none of this benefit.

If a unified ESP was introduced, the self-employed would be among the

biggest beneficiaries. Indeed it can be argued that a universal ESP of £109

today (an immediate Citizens Pension) would be unreasonably favourable to

the self-employed given the lower level of contributions which they have in

the past made. But it is clearly important to prevent a perpetual decline in

the generosity of state pension provision for the self-employed.

The single most important policy to achieve this is to index the value of the

BSP to earnings not prices. But the potential for the self-employed to become

members of the S2P and of the NPSS should also be considered.

■ The self-employed and S2P. The inclusion of the self-employed within S2P

(on either a compulsory or voluntary basis) has been considered on several

occasions, but has always floundered on issues relating to the appropriate

contribution rates which the self-employed should make. It seems only

reasonable that if the self-employed accrue rights to S2P, they should also

pay contributions more in line with those paid for employees (either by the

employees themselves or by employers on their behalf). At the average

earnings level of £22,000, employee and employer NI contributions amount

to about 19% of total gross earnings versus 7% for the self-employed.6

– If therefore membership were compulsory, this would amount to a major

additional compulsory “tax” on the self-employed. As well as being

politically contentious, it might provide a further stimulus to under-

declare income (for both NI and tax purposes).

– While if membership were voluntary, contribution rates would have to

be set on an age specific basis, and would be even higher at older ages.

This is because while NI contributions are unchanging by age, the actual

value of an extra year of S2P rights accrued is far higher at older ages
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6 Not all NI contributions fund pensions, with money also flowing from the NI Fund to support,
for instance, the National Health Service. But this is true for the self-employed as well as 
the employed. The self-employed pay contributions of 8% on earnings between the Lower and
Upper Profits Threshold, plus a fixed amount of £2 per week.
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Figure 6.32 Contracted-out rebates in 2005/06 for salary-related and personal pensions

Age related rebate given when an individual contracts-out into an appropriate personal pension 
scheme.  This is equivalent to GAD’s estimate of the true value of a year of S2P accrual at that age
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[Figure 6.32]. If voluntary membership were available at a non-age-specific

contribution rate, the well informed self-employed would stay out of the S2P

early in life, but join it later, gaining a far better deal 

than employees.7

The complexity of age-specific contribution rates and the higher level required

later in life, might make voluntary membership of S2P unattractive for many

self-employed. The Pensions Commission cannot however see a valid argument

in principle for denying the self-employed the option of joining the S2P (paying

age-specific contribution rates): this would be of particular value for self-

employed people earning between the LEL and the LET. We therefore

recommend that the implementation complexities of making this option

available should be investigated in greater detail.

■ The self-employed in the NPSS. Ideally the self-employed who are not covered

by other pension arrangements should become members of the NPSS. There are

however major problems in applying the principles of auto-enrolment to the

self-employed: these derive from the way in which the self-employed account

for and pay taxes (with a greater role for end of year settlement) and are

described in Chapter 10 Section 4. We have concluded that these difficulties

make an auto-enrolment approach to the self-employed impractical. The self-

employed should however be able to gain the benefit of low cost saving via the

NPSS, and should therefore be free to make voluntary contributions up to the

same limits (for default contributions plus voluntary contributions) which apply

to employees. Chapter 10 Section 4 describes possible procedures for making

the payment of these contributions as simple as possible.

7 The same unfair benefit could be achieved under the present system by individuals who were
able to organise their affairs so as to be self-employed early in life and employed later in life.



5. Combined impact of state system reforms and the NPSS:
individual replacement rates 

The combined impact of the proposed state system and of the NPSS, for the

median earner with a reasonably full working life, who starts saving within the

NPSS at age 25, is shown in Figure 6.33, which also highlights the role which

the state plays:

■ The state ensures, through a PAYG two-tier flat-rate state pension system,

a replacement rate equal to about 30% of median earnings at the point 

of retirement.

■ It strongly encourages and enables low-cost saving which might on

reasonable assumptions deliver to the median earner a further 15% 

(or slightly more, e.g. 18%, if they maintain continuous saving from 25).

■ And it enables additional low cost saving which might deliver a still 

further 15%-18%.

■ Many individuals or their employers will of course choose to make pension

provision in excess of this: and where employers are making adequate

provision already (in excess of the NPSS default contribution rates), the

private provision element of Figure 6.33 may occur outside the NPSS.

Figure 6.34 illustrates the replacement rates which the different tiers of the

system would deliver at different levels of earnings. At earnings levels below

about £8,000 the state system will ensure earnings replacement rates of over

80%, and most people below this level will rely primarily or entirely on state

provision. At £35,000, state provision and the maximum allowed NPSS

savings will secure a replacement rate of only about 40%: clearly most people

at this level of income, either individually, or via their employer, will want to

make additional voluntary provision on top.

But in the segments which we have identified as of greatest concern – people

around median earnings and below who do not have access to low-cost

occupational schemes – the proposals will play a major role in ensuring

reasonable replacement rates and in making saving possible at low-cost, while

leaving individuals free to decide whether and to what extent they participate

in the system.
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Figure 6.33 Target pension income as a percentage of earnings for the median earner: at the point 

of retirement in 2053
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Note: The range of 15-18% shown for the impact of default contributions reflects a range of
assumptions about number of years of contribution between 25 and SPA.



6. Combined impact of state system reforms and the NPSS:
aggregate effects

This section considers three issues:

(i) The impact of the NPSS on aggregate national saving and the 

capital markets.

(ii) Its impact on public expenditure and the extent of means-testing.

(iii) The possible combined impact of our state and NPSS proposals on future

pensioner incomes.

(i)  Aggregate impact of the NPSS: national savings rates and total 

funds size

The aim of the NPSS is to encourage and enable many people who do not

currently save for a pension, and who receive no employer contribution, to

make contributions and to receive a matching employer contribution in

addition. If successful it will increase aggregate national savings, thus

delivering one of the four possible responses to the demographic challenge

which the First Report identified.

The scale of that increase and the resulting implications for the aggregate 

size of NPSS accounts, and for the subsequent flow of annuity demand, is

clearly dependent on a wide range of assumptions: the participation rates

achieved; the extent of voluntary contributions made and the average rates 

of return achieved.
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Figure 6.34 Replacement rates at the point of retirement for someone aged 20 today 
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Note: Assumes earnings growth in line with average and working life from 21 to SPA.
Default contributions to NPSS equal to above the Primary Threshold from age 30.
Real rate of return 3.5% and 0.3% AMC.
State pension is the two-tier option.
Assumes that voluntary additional contributions to the NPSS are limited to an absolute amount equal to twice the default amount for the
median earner. This may be considered too restrictive in relation to people above average earnings.



Figure 6.35 sets out the illustrative assumptions which we have made for the

purposes of estimating possible results. We assume an 80% participation rate

(i.e. 20% opt-out) for people with earnings above the LET, but 65% between

the Primary Threshold and the LET. We also assume that voluntary additional

contributions average 30% of the default level. These are of course only

assumptions, and actual experience may differ significantly [See Appendix F

for sensitivity analysis]. Indeed in Chapter 11 we discuss the importance of

the government tracking what results are actually achieved, and considering

appropriate adjustments to policy in the light of experience. But these

assumptions give us a feel for the order of magnitudes involved, both as

regards flows of new savings and new annuity purchase, and as regards the

accumulated stocks of NPSS funds and of annuities which result.

■ Figure 6.36 shows possible flow effects. Annual flows into the NPSS could

be of the order of magnitude of £7.5 billion (in current earnings equivalent

terms) or about 0.6% of GDP. Annual flows of new annuity purchase

would rise slow over time, but could, dependent on rate of return

assumptions, be about £13 billion (in current earnings equivalent terms) 

i.e. just over 1% of GDP, when the system reaches full maturity.

■ Figure 6.37 shows the possible stock effects. The total stock of NPSS 

funds would build up slowly but could reach about £200 billion (in current

earnings terms), or just under 20% of GDP by about 2040. The total stock

of annuities would not reach its maximum until much later (i.e. about

2070) but by then could be about £150 billion i.e. just over 1% of GDP,

in current earnings terms (i.e. about 13% of GDP) [Figure 6.38].

If successful therefore the NPSS would play a major role in the UK savings

system. But it would not be a dominant role: the majority of savings would

still occur on an entirely voluntary basis and would flow through other

channels. And the rise in the savings rate, while making a positive

contribution to the response to the demographic challenge, will not be so

large as to raise concerns about negative macroeconomic impacts.8

■ The rise in the savings rate suggested by Figure 6.36, would offset partly

but not entirely the fall we anticipate will occur as a result of the shift

from DB to DC schemes [Figure 6.39]. The long-term macroeconomic

impact of the NPSS may therefore be simply to keep funded pension

savings, as a percentage of GDP, roughly stable at just below 4% (excluding

today’s “catch up” contributions to DB schemes that do not create new

pension rights). But while current funded pension contributions are heavily

concentrated on the minority of employees who are members of private

sector DB schemes, the NPSS will increase the savings of many people not

currently making or receiving any pension provision.
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8 Negative macroeconomic effects from a rise in the savings rates could be either (i) short-term
if too sudden an increase depressed consumer demand (ii) long-term, if the increase of saving
is so large as to effect the rate of return on investment. The latter danger is however
significantly mitigated by the fact that UK savings can be invested in a global capital market,
rather than solely in the UK [See Appendix C of the First Report].
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Figure 6.35 Assumptions for NPSS aggregates

Contribution rate 8% of earnings above Primary Threshold 

Additional voluntary contributions 2% of earnings above Primary Threshold

Rate of return 3.5% real

Earnings growth 2.0%

Participation rate 65% Primary Threshold to LET

80% above LET 

Number of people in scheme:

Employees 6.6 million

Self employed 0.4 million

Total 7.0 million

Retirement age Rising in line with SPA (which rises in proportion to 

life expectancy) 

Annuity rate Falling slightly as life expectancy in retirement rises

Life expectancy in retirement  Rising slightly (since SPA increase is only proportional) 

Note: 14 million employees are in addition covered by existing occupational and personal pension policies. It is likely that some of these would
switch into the NPSS. But this would not result in an increase in aggregate savings flows and stocks, relative to a no policy change base case.
The potential effect of switching already existing savings into the NPSS is not therefore included in Figure 6.36 to 6.39.
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Figure 6.37 Aggregate NPSS funds at different rates of return
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Note: See Figure 6.35 for assumptions.

Figure 6.36 Inflows and outflows from NPSS 
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Figure 6.38 Stock of annuities arising from the NPSS

Stock of annuities in payment 
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Note: Assumes 3.5% real rate of return.
See Figure 6.35 for other assumptions.

Figure 6.39 Long run effect of NPSS on private pension savings as a percentage of GDP
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Note: Assumes membership of private sector DB schemes will ultimately fall by 60% from 2000 level, that all are replaced with DC, that current
DB and DC average contribution rates are unchanged, that DB top-ups fall to zero and that other contributions are unchanged.



Clearly it is possible that the shift to Defined Contribution (DC) will also 

be partly offset by further voluntary increases in saving outside the NPSS.

The long-term national savings rate may therefore increase. Such a rise

would be an appropriate response to the demographic challenge: since it 

will occur gradually, it is unlikely to pose any problems.

In the short term however, an increase in the pensions savings rate of the

scale suggested (0.6% of GDP), while within natural year-to-year

variations, is clearly a significant effect, which could, unless offset by other

policy (e.g. monetary policy) produce a measurable reduction in household

consumption. The macroeconomic issues involved in the introduction of

the scheme therefore require further analysis, and may argue for a phased

introduction of the default contributions over a two or three year period

[See Appendix D].

■ Aggregate NPSS funds meanwhile, of an order of magnitude of 20% of

GDP, would compare with a total stock of UK equities, corporate bonds

and government bonds which is currently worth over 200% of GDP, and

with total pension funds and life policies currently amounting to around

140% of GDP. While therefore the NPSS would play a significant role in

the UK savings systems, it would not be so large as to have adverse effects

on the efficiency of the allocation of capital. This is for two reasons:

– First because NPSS funds will themselves be invested in a large 

variety of asset classes, with individuals free to make their own asset

allocation decisions (though with a default fund option) [see Chapter 10

Section 6].

– Second because any danger that the design of the default fund will

seriously skew capital markets behaviour (e.g. by concentrating too

much investment in an index fund) will be minimised by the limited

scale of the NPSS relative to the total UK capital market, let alone

relative to the total scale of the global capital market into which funds

could be invested.

■ The scale of the annual annuity demand and of the eventual annuity stock

which could result is significant, but for the reasons set out in Chapter 5

Section 3, we believe can be absorbed by the annuity market, provided

policy supports later annuitisation and flexible approaches to retirement

fund draw down.
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Figure 6.40 Public expenditure on pensioners as a percentage of GDP of the Pensions Commission preferred state

system option plus NPSS

Two-tier option with universal accrual of BSP 
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Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.

(ii)  Aggregate impact of the NPSS: public expenditure and the extent of

means-testing

The introduction of the NPSS, by increasing private pensions income, will in

itself slightly reduce future public expenditure and the coverage of means-

testing, since some people who could not otherwise achieve incomes high

enough to lift them above the means-testing withdrawal limits will now do

so. On the basis of the assumptions made in Figure 6.35, and assuming that

the state system changes outlined in Section 2 vi above have been

implemented, the order of magnitude impacts will be as follows:

■ Total state pension and pensioner benefit expenditure by 2050 could be

reduced by 0.1% of GDP, as payments of Pension Credit are reduced

[Figure 6.40].

■ The proportion of pensioners covered by means-testing, which we

illustrated in Figure 6.20 would reduce as a result of our state pension

proposals from 40% to 36%, would be trimmed further to about 33%.



The combined impacts of our preferred state system option and of the NPSS,

versus the projected no change base case (i.e. the case of current indexation

on (i.e. the case of current indexation arrangements were continued) are

illustrated in Figures 6.41, 6.42 and 6.43:

■ Total state pension expenditure is not dramatically increased, but the

balance shifts from means-tested benefits to pensions deriving from

accrued rights [Figure 6.41]. In effect increasing the SPA in proportion with

life expectancy allows the same public resources to be used to produce a

more coherent system.

■ The coverage of means-testing reduces in line with the criteria we

proposed, with a major reduction in the proportion of pensioners subject

to any withdrawal, a fall in those needing to receive Guarantee Credit to

secure the minimum income standard, and only a small increase in the

proportion of pensioners receiving only the Guarantee Credit and thus

subject to 100% withdrawal, and with this proportion below today’s level

[Figure 6.42].

■ The total impact of means-testing falls even further than these figures

suggest however, with the dramatic fall in total Pension Credit expenditure

illustrating that many people still subject to means-testing in 2050 will be

so only across a small element of their pension income [Figure 6.43].

■ These figures do not show the impact of introducing a universal 

payment of the BSP for people above age 75. This would increase the

short term costs by about 0.15%, as Figure 6.25 illustrates, but would 

have a smaller impact by 2050 assuming that universal accrual had been

introduced. It would not significantly change the estimates of the extent

of means-testing.

These base case results all assume that SPA increases gradually to reach 68 by

2005. The trade-off between SPA increase and public expenditure increase is

one of the key political decisions which now needs to be debated. It is

illustrated in Figure 6.44.
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Figure 6.41 Public expenditure on pensioner benefits as a percentage of GDP: 2005-2050
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Figure 6.42 Percentage of pensioner benefit units on Pension Credit: 2005-2050
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Figure 6.43 Pension Credit cost as a proportion of GDP: comparison of Pensions Commission preferred option and

current system assuming current indexation arrangements continue indefinitely
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Note: See Figure 6.16 for modelling assumptions.

Figure 6.44 The public expenditure versus State Pension Age trade off: state pension and pensioner benefit

expenditure as a percentage of GDP
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(iii)  State pension changes and the NPSS: aggregate impact on 

pensioner income.

As Chapter 1 Section 1 stressed, private pension income as a percentage of

GDP is higher now than in the past, and it will continue to grow for some

time, with the retirement of the baby boom generation and as a growing

minority of pensioners enjoy fully price indexed DB pensions. This is the

delayed effect of the growth of DB pension funds in the 1950s-70s, and of the

increasing generosity of DB promises (e.g. as a result of price indexation) in the

1980s and 1990s. But if present private pension saving trends remain

unchanged, private pension income will eventually fall, as the closure of DB

funds produces a fall in private salary related pensions, with DC pension

income not growing sufficiently to offset this effect [See Figure 1.16].

The introduction of the NPSS will help to offset this decline. On the basis of

our assumptions we estimate that it might add 0.7% of GDP to pensioner

income in 2050 [Figure 6.45] (it would rise further to 1.2% by 2070). Total

private pension income would however be more evenly distributed than

today, with fewer people enjoying the high generosity of existing final salary

promises, but fewer people also with no private pension income to

supplement state provision.

In our First Report, we illustrated the challenge which demographic change

poses by comparing the percentage of national income which would need to

be transferred to future pensioners if both average retirement ages and

pensioner income relative to average earnings remained unchanged, versus the

pensioner income likely to be produced by the combination of present state

policies and present trends in private savings [See Figure 1.12 of the First

Report].9 We pointed out that one of four things was bound to happen. Either:

■ Average pensioner incomes would fall relative to average earnings;

■ Or taxes/NI contributions would rise to pay for higher state pension

expenditures than currently planned;

■ Or average retirement ages would have to rise;

■ Or the level of savings flowing into funded pensions would have to rise.

It is not for the government centrally to plan the precise balance of these four

possible adjustments. The relative contribution of increased savings and

higher retirement ages will in part reflect individual decisions on the trade-off

between saving more and working later, and indeed between either of these

options and the level of income in retirement. And we should not focus too

much attention on averages and aggregates. For instance if, as we suggested

above, the NPSS simply offsets the fall in the savings rate which the DB to DC

9 The analysis in Figure 1.21 and in Figure 6.46 focuses on income flowing to pensioners above
SPA, whereas Figure 6.45 looks at total pension income, including to people who retire below
SPA. As the First Report pointed out 40% of pension income currently flows to people who
have retired prior to SPA.
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Figure 6.45 Effect of the NPSS on total private pension income as a proportion of GDP by source: 2005-2050
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Note: Pension income based on Pension Commission estimates from the Family Resources Survey, the Blue Book Pensim2 and Pension
Commission modelling. Includes income from annuities and lump sum payments.

It is possible that the introduction of the NPSS may produce switching of contributions from existing DC schemes into the NPSS.
This effect is not considered here since it does not effect the aggregate level of pension income.

In 2050 income from the NPSS has not yet reached its maximum level. Full maturity is reached around 2070 with income as a percentage
of GDP of around 1.2%.
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shift would otherwise produce, there will be no change in aggregate national

savings, but the creation of the NPSS will beneficially produce additional

savings by those individuals least able today to save cost-effectively and most

likely to be facing inadequate pensions.

It is nevertheless useful to illustrate how the measures we have proposed

might tend to affect the aggregate values suggested by Figure 1.21. Figure

6.46 shows the order of magnitude impacts which are possible:

■ Income flowing to pensioners above SPA is currently around 9.4% of 

GDP, but would already be 9.9% if our proposals for a more universal

approach to the BSP had applied in the past. If this level of pension

generosity were to be provided in 2050, without any increase in pension or

retirement ages, about 14.5% of GDP would have to flow to pensioners

aged over SPA.10

■ A rise in average retirement ages should and probably will play a major role

in bridging the gap. We have suggested that the SPA should rise broadly in

line with life expectancy, reaching 68 in 2050. If this increase is matched

by an increase in average retirement age, the proportion of GDP which will

need to flow to people above SPA will reduce from 14.5% to 11.8%.

■ Our proposals for the state pensions system would produce an increase of

1.6% in total spend as a percentage of GDP compared with today, and an

increase of 1.1% versus what expenditure would be today if the problems

with the contributory system had already been fixed.

■ Unchanged plans for public sector employee pensions would result in an

additional 0.4% of GDP flowing to pensioners above SPA (as well as

significant pensions to retirees below SPA).

■ The NPSS would, on the assumptions we set out above, deliver an increase

in pensioner income, equivalent to about 0.7% of GDP by 2050, rising

further to around 1.2% by 2070.

The measures proposed would therefore make a major contribution to closing

the gap identified. In purely mathematical terms indeed Figure 6.46 illustrates

an almost exact solution. This result should not however be misinterpreted.

It does not imply that government should seek precisely to define total

pension income flowing to pensioners at any time. As the middle “individual

choice” bar on Figure 6.46 illustrates, the actual result will reflect individual

choices between retirement age, savings rate, and income in retirement.

Our proposals will however ensure that those people who lack the income to

make those choices are adequately provided by the state, and that those who

do have the income to make those choices are better able to do so because

of the encouraging and enabling role which the state will play.

10 As we pointed out in the First Report, a significant proportion of pensioner income actually
flows to people below SPA who are not counted as “Pensioner Benefit Units” in the FRS
calculation of total pensioner income.
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Figure 6.46 The implications of current plans and savings behaviour for the percentage of GDP transferred 

to pensioners aged above SPA
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rate/pension income 
trade-off
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7. The Pensions Commission's recommendations: essential
points and judgements on the preferred way forward

In this Chapter we have assessed the implications of two alternative ways

forward for the state pension system, and of alternative assumptions about

NPSS contribution rates. We have indicated the judgements which the

Pensions Commission would on balance reach, and the contributions rates 

we believe should be considered.

In summing up our recommendations it is useful to distinguish between:

(i) Definitive recommendations on the overall thrust of pension policy reform

which we believe are essential to deliver a more effective system.

(ii) Our on balance judgements and recommendations on the precise 

way forward.

(i)  Definitive recommendations on the thrust of pension policy reform

The Pensions Commission recommends that there should be a new

settlement for UK pension policy based on:

■ The creation of a National Pensions Savings Scheme (NPSS) into which

individuals will be automatically enrolled, but with the right to opt-out,

with a modest minimum compulsory employer contribution when the

individual stays enrolled.

■ Reforms to make the state system of flat-rate pension provision less

means-tested than it would be if current indexation arrangements

continued indefinitely and to ameliorate the disadvantages suffered by

people with interrupted paid work records and caring responsibilities.

■ An acceptance that this implies both:

– Some increase over the long-term in tax/NI devoted to pensions as a

percentage of GDP.

– A long-term policy of increasing State Pension Ages in line with life

expectancy increases.
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(ii)  Preferred way forward

These eventual objectives could be achieved in a number of different detailed

ways. There are for instance many aspects of the design of the NPSS which

will need to be agreed following consultation and detailed implementation

planning: these are described in Chapter 10. And the objective of a state

system which is less means-tested and more favourable to people with

interrupted paid work records and caring responsibilities, could in principle be

pursued either via the creation of a unified ESP, or building on the existing

two-tier system.Our judgement is however that the best way forward entails:

■ An NPSS within which total minimum default contributions are set at 

8% of earnings above the Primary Threshold and below the current value 

of the UEL, with compulsory matching employer contributions accounting

for 3% out of this 8%, tax relief effectively paying for 1%, and employee

contributions out of post tax earnings thus amounting to 4%.

■ The gradual evolution of the two-tier state pension system and specifically

the following policies:

– Acceleration of S2P’s evolution to a flat-rate system, achieved by

freezing in nominal terms the maximum earnings level for S2P accruals.

– A halt and reversal of the spread of means-testing, achieved by indexing

the BSP to average earnings over the long-term, and by freezing the

maximum value of the Savings Credit in real terms.

– Moving future BSP accruals onto a universal residency basis.

– An indicative plan to increase the SPA in proportion to life expectancy,

such as to 68 by 2050 (or 67 for the BSP and 69 for the S2P), but with

the precise path to reflect future life expectancy developments.

– And ideally, and subject to affordability, the introduction of a universal

BSP for pensioners over 75 years old.
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